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Welcome to UNIV 2012: Pulchrum, the Power of Beauty! I hope all of you are as excited 

to be here as I am! You’ve no doubt been exploring the beauty of Rome these past 

couple of days, and today and tomorrow in the conferences, roundtables, and various 

expositions, we’ll continue to grapple with, reflect upon, and come into contact beauty 

and many of its far-flung consequences. Actually, if you take a minute to look around 

right now we’re in the middle of an experience of Pulchrum--so many people from 

difference countries, cultures, fields of study, who have come here to be enriched by 

Rome, but also to enrich and be enriched by each other. 

This is UNIV—an international gathering of university students come to discuss a 

universally relevant theme. But not just discuss. This year’s topic, Pulchrum, the Power 

of Beauty, throws special light on the existential aspect of this Easter congress. Beauty 

is rational, certainly, but cannot be enclosed in a purely cerebral process. We are here 

to use our intellects, to think critically, to exchange ideas, but also to draw out practical 

consequences for ourselves and for the service of society.  

The power of beauty may seem at first like a strange theme for a university 

congress. Reflecting on my own university career, I recall that we talked a lot about 

power: deconstructionalism, manipulation, subversion—all rather cynical, but beauty? 

What place is there for beauty in this rhetoric of power?  

How does beauty fit in today’s intellectual discourse—which, I remind you, as 

fellow university students, is our discourse? In an atmosphere dominated by empiricism 

and rationalism, is beauty too subjective an element to be taken seriously? 

Unquantifiable, unqualitative, when many of our contemporaries seem more concerned 

with technology, productivity, and utility? 

 

In short, when we summarize all of the queries, doubts, speculations about this 

somewhat unlikely theme, we come down to one radical interrogative: is beauty a nice 

extra or a vital necessity? You’ve all been preparing for this congress over the course of 

the past year, and judging from the papers and posters that have been submitted, we 

have arrived at the affirmation: beauty is an intrinsic element of the fully human 

experience, and as such, it has the power to transform us. 

What kind of power are we talking about here? Certainly not any of the despotic 

forms of power that people are so fond of analyzing. It is, we could say, a latent power. 

A hidden power that doesn’t impose itself but rather invites a response from the one 

who wants to enter into dialogue. I think that a twentieth century man of letters, Hans 

Urs von Balthasar, put his finger on the essence of the mysterious power of beauty 

when he says that “Every experience of beauty points to infinity.”  



What does he mean? He means that in the midst of our crazy day-to-day lives, 

dashing from class to class to lunch to band practice to work, beauty has the power to 

make us stop dead in our tracks and say, “Wow.” Beauty lifts the beholder out of himself 

and provokes wonder, astonishment. On a sun-drenched day when the sky is like blue 

enamel—like so many days we have here in Rome, people often exclaim, “Ah, it’s just 

too beautiful!” This phrase, uttered so casually, has great significance. What does this 

“too beautiful” mean? The day is “too beautiful,” because such beauty should have no 

end, and yet we know that the day’s beauty will come to an end. In that sense, the 

experience of the beautiful awakens in us the longing for eternity. That is why there is 

also melancholy or sadness in the experience of the beautiful, for even as you 

appreciate the beauty, it is slipping away, and you can’t hold onto it. You are charmed 

by a flower, but you have to leave it and continue on your way. You can’t pick the flower 

and take it with you, or its beauty will die even sooner.  

In seeing transient, incomplete beauty, we long for a beauty that will never fade. 

In the words of John Paul II: “Beauty is a key to the mystery and a call to 

transcendence. It is an invitation to savour life and to dream of the future. That is why 

the beauty of created things can never fully satisfy. It stirs that hidden nostalgia for God 

which a lover of beauty like Saint Augustine could express in incomparable terms: “Late 

have I loved you, beauty so old and so new: late have I loved you!” (Letter to Artists). 

Furthermore, when someone has an experience of profound beauty, the urge to give 

thanks wells up within him. This desire to thank, upon seeing the view from the top of a 

mountain, hearing a soaring musical composition, or watching ocean waves crash 

against the coast, points to the existence of Someone to receive our thanks—not just 

the guide who took us to the top of the mountain, or the composer who wrote the music, 

but the Someone brought mountains and sound waves into existence.  

So what role does Pulchrum have to play in contemporary intellectual discourse? 

It gives us categories for thinking more globally about the human condition. Pulchrum 

may be empirically unquantifiable, but the truth of beauty shows that empiricism doesn’t 

have the last word. Beauty can open the shuttered windows of rationalism and open the 

discourse to a richer—and more human—mode of reasoning. 

I want to encourage you—all of us—to open the discourse now. Let us talk to 

each other, let us listen to each other. Introduce yourselves to the people you´re sitting 

next to—the Kenyans, the Chileans, the Russians in the next row over. This cultural 

cross-pollenization is one of the most rewarding aspects of the UNIV Congress. On this 

note, T.S. Eliot writes that “To approach the stranger is to invite the unexpected, to 

release a new force, or let the genie out of the bottle. It is to start a train of events 

beyond your control.” The same thing could be said of the experience of Pulchrum. 

 

 

 


